
                        Adventure #26: Onward to Australia! 

 
                                             Part 1: Goodbyes & Hello… 

 

 

July 11, 1925. 

 

Two months have passed since the destruction of the Spawn, and the investigators are finally 

ready to begin the next stage of their journey.  Old Bundari has successfully treated Lester's and 

Chang's sickness, the Black Fever that rolled down the mountainside, and the two men feel fit 

enough to travel. Old Bundari and Okumo offer the group their blessings, and see them off to the 

Uguanda Railway.  Once there, several other individuals are waiting for them to depart: 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 



Colonel Endicott, the raucous Englishman whose hunting lodge was burned down by fire 

vampires; his assistant Silent Joe, who put the investigators in touch with Old Bundari the 

shaman; and the only crying person in the bunch, tearful Mrs. Natalie Smyth-Forbes. 

 

 

"Oh, Lester Cobblebottom, you're just not the man i knew! You...you...have such sudden bouts 

of uncommon bravado!  I think we must end this torrid relationship!" (GM Note: which may or 

may not have ever been consummated; probably not – only Jeff knows) 

 

 
 

And thus, Lester's mental condition [the one that exhibits uncommon bravado at unexpected 

times] has wrecked the only love life he's ever known.  Oh well. Silent Joe nods curtly, but 

Colonel Endicott is especially thankful for their assistance, and for saving his life, even though 

his Hunting Lodge did burn to the ground.  In gratitude, he offers them something very dear to 

him: "Mrs. Caruthers!” he trumpets. “Named after a good woman, blokes, but she's an even 

better gun!" (+1 masterwork).  Chad Slambody accepts the gift [and immediately renames it 

"MR. Caruthers.”] 

 

Along with Gi-Gi, the crippled wheelchair psychic, and the little Egyptian servant boy Ma'Moud 

who has dutifully followed them since Cairo, Chad, Chang and Lester hop onto the train and 

head to Mombasa, where they have booked passage to Port Hedland, Australia, following a trail 

of meager clues that will hopefully lead them to the next stage of Nyarlathotep's grand plan for 

world extinction. 

 

So they can blow it up. 

 

Dr. Ali Kafour from the Cairo Museum wires them $5000 to assist with fees, and the 

investigators have personally met the two men who will aid them in the next stage: Dr. David 

Dodge from Sydney, and Professor Anthony Cowles.  Ali Kafour vouches for both of them, so 

the PCs do not suspect them as being cultist plants. 

 

Both men have long left for their homeland, and Cowles and Dodge possess evidence that a great 



city lies buried beneath the sand in Western Australia, hidden deep in the outback, a city 

originally discovered five years ago by a man named ARTHUR MacWHIRR.  

 

MacWhirr is now dead (from influenza actually, nothing supernatural oddly enough), and the 

only other person who knows the exact coordinates of the city is his friend and confidante, Dr. 

Hans Hazzenbaum (Bridgett's new character, replacing a different NPC from the campaign 

book), a German anthropologist living in Port Hedland and studying ancient Aboriginal society. 

Dodge and Cowles have returned to Sydney to organize funding for the expedition, and are 

waiting to hear back from the investigators once they arrive in Port Hedland. 

 

So, two weeks since leaving Mombasa, after a long, chugging steamship journey across a vast 

ocean, the party finally limps into port on the flattest continent on Earth. 

 

 
 



 



 

 
 

 

 

In their downtime, both the two month interval since Lester and Chang's sickness and the two 

week boat journey, the group has had ample time to study their collected clues, and have found 

several links and discoveries: 

 

A) Ledgers from warehouses in London, Mombasa and Nairobi link items that have been sent to 



Shanghai, New York, Australia and Africa. Some of the items are clearly labeled as suspicious 

cult-related items.  One such warehouse is actually in Port Hedland:  

 

Randolph Shipping Co. 

 

B) A recent telegraph from Port Hedland to Tandoor Singh in Nairobi (the Tea Seller who had 

been summoning the fire vampires, and ultimately burned up in a jail cell) places a man named 

"Huston" in Port Hedland.  Quite possibly the same "Huston" of the Carlyle Expedition. 

 

C) Dr. Anthony Cowles, the Australian archaeologist, is a master of Aboriginal and Koori 

history, and he is aware of an ancient religious sect that has recently arisen:  The Cult of the 

SAND BAT. (This was hinted at in the Mountain of the Black Wind) 

 

 
After talking extensively with Ali Kafour in Cairo, Dodge and Cowles are convinced that a new 

cult of Nyarlathotep has risen in the desert, and they have probably begun human sacrifices in 

earnest. This doesn’t so much scare the archaeologists as fascinate them.  

 

D) The map photographed in the Bent Pyramid (by Morty, Jeff's dead and devoured character) 

depicts a triangle of important locales in Kenya, Australia and China.  The Mountain of the 

Black Wind was one such important site they believe, and the investigators have disrupted 

whatever atrocities planned there and killed the Son of the Dark One.  The next important site is 

in Western Australia, very likely the same location that Arthur MacWhirr found, the same 

location where Dr. Hans Hazzenbaum knows the coordinates, and the very same place that 



Cowles and Dodge would like to mount an official expedition to root out the secrets of a lost city 

beneath the sands. 

 

 
 

E) Poring over their collected Mythos tomes, Lester and Chang finding themselves reading De 

Vermiis Mysteriis and Africa's Black Sects (Sex! Heh, heh, that never gets old), 

respectively.  Lester is shocked and horrified by the book, but he learns many secrets about the 

Great Old Ones and the Outer Gods, and he learns two blasphemous spells. Chang learns how to 

place a black opal in the mouth of the recently dead, and bind a black spirit to animate the 

corpse.  Hideous of course, but he keeps the ritual imprinted, just in case. [GM Note: I don’t 

know if these spells ever get used; I don’t think so. Magic in this campaign was very low-key 

aside from the dedicated magician Lucifer Lardlover] 

 

This was all some necessary bookkeeping to keep the players up to speed about what was 

happening, and to refresh their memories regarding the clues in Australia.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Part 2: Port Hedland 

 

 
 

Port Hedland in 1925 is a dusty, dirty place, bustling with herders and surveyors, gold-hunters 

and gold miners and a fair share of prostitutes thrown into the mix. None of the group has ever 

been to this continent, but at least they speak the same language. Their first order of business is 

to find Dr. Hans Hazzenbaum (Bridgett’s new character). Hans is expecting these American 

visitors after Dodge and Cowles alerted him to their eventual arrival.  Hans is very excited about 

the idea of an expedition; it will be an incredible opportunity to study Aboriginal history that he 

never knew existed.  A city in the desert! Fascinating! 

 

So, Hans answers the door to find a surly Chinaman wearing a priest collar, a grimy Egyptian 

boy, an old woman in a wheelchair, a tall, handsome, muscular chap, and a middle-aged 

gentleman with a slight paunch, dabbing the sweat from his face with a cloth. An eclectic group 

no doubt, and not quite what he had expected. 

 

Hans invites them to his study for tea and crumpets, and they discuss in depth the nature of 

MacWhirr's discovery 5 years ago.  It turns out that there was much more evidence than just the 

photographic plates that Cowles and Dodge used in their lecture: MacWhirr had taken reams of 

notes and drawings, more pictures, etc. but something curiously happened not long after his 

death: another scholar approached Hans (who was in charge of MacWhirr's estate after his 

untimely death) and wanted to borrow them, perhaps to further his own research.  

 

"FOOL that I was," Hans concedes, "I let the man take the materials, all except for a journal and 



a few photographic plates.  I believe his name was...it was...was it Haw-ston?" 

 

This to the investigators sounds suspiciously like “Huston” (and if they had thought to show 

Hans a photograph of the CARLYLE EXPEDITION in their possession, he would have heatedly 

confirmed: Yes! That's the thieving bastard!) 

 

There was also a diary of MacWhirr that the investigators read, which details attacks by strange 

entities in the desert that killed their camels and some of his traveling companions, and strange 

large birds flapping lazily in the sky... 

 

 
 

It sounds like several years ago Huston stole material from Hans and journeyed out into the 

desert to find this city. The investigators have no idea why, but it must be of some import to the 

grand scheme. And if anything, Nyarlathotep is one hell of a grand schemer. 

 

Hans invites them to stay in his modest home, although the accommodations are pushed to their 

limit. He had not expected quite so many guests.  Dr. David Dodge and Professor Cowles (over a 

1000 miles away in Sydney) are alerted to the other members of the expedition arriving from 

Kenya, and David Dodge says that he will be on his way and should arrive within 2 weeks. The 



investigators attempt to do some psychological analysis with the help of Hans, to see if any of 

the maladies accrued during their journeys can be alleviated, but it doesn't do much good. 

 

[GM Note: And it should be known that Hans Hazzenbaum has NO CLUE about the Mythos, 

and a nice, healthy Sanity hovering around 80%. The others don't tell him jack-squat.] 

 

Their next order of business is to check out the sights and secrets of Port Hedland, which 

somewhat resembles the Old West in America.  Further south in Cuncudgerie, where they will 

go next once Dodge arrives, it is even more lawless.  Apparently, gold strikes have caused an 

explosion of visitors to push into Western Australia, prompting many railways to be blasted to 

accommodate the growing, greedy population. The entire mentality of the area is very much like 

the California Gold Rush of the 1880's.  This is a place for pioneers, vagabonds, and fringers. 

 

And their attention is eventually, undoubtedly, irrevocably, drawn to a certain WAREHOUSE on 

the docks, Randolph Shipping Co.  According to the ledgers that they have acquired from other 

countries, cultist items passed through this very place.  And the investigators have a time-proven 

vendetta against cultist warehouses-- 

 

Death by fire! 

 

But this time they take a wiser, cautionary approach.  Chad Slambody volunteers to get a job as a 

dock worker at the warehouse, to infiltrate it slowly over the next two weeks and see exactly 

what goes on there.  So, he applies and meets TODDY RANDOLPH, owner of Randolph 

Shipping Co.   

 

 
[GM Note: Man, I love this picture of Toddy. Thank you Google!] 



 

He is a fat, balding, surly man who stinks of whiskey and sweat, as foul-mouthed and disgusting 

a man that Chad has ever met, and instantly unlikable.   But Chad is a strapping fellow, and 

would make an excellent worker, so he's hired for a shilling a day. 

 

Yay.  

 

 

 

PART 3: The Thing in the Crate 
 

 

Chad performs up to his usual standards, flexing when appropriate, discarding his shirt most of 

the time to unveil bronzed skin. He meets other dockworkers who are mostly Australian riffraff, 

but there are also  native Abos thrown into the mix.  One such individual is named Johnny 

Bigbush  [GM Note: and for whatever reason, there were many genital jokes this session], a 

somewhat strange Aboriginal who is always talking about "Bundai! Who will rise sleeping in the 

center of the earth and devour the world and the Rainbow Snake!"   

 

[GM Note:  I read another GM’s recap where he incorporated this hint in a fantastic way; I didn’t 

actually follow up on it ]. 

 

The others shrug it off to Johnny Bigbush smoking too much peyote, but Chad is 

suspicious.  Regardless, three days later, Toddy Randolph says that Johnny Bigbush has been 

fired.  Word around the warehouse is that he ran off into the desert to find his Koori tribe by the 

river. 

 

Chad hears lots of local gossip, including rumors about a Bat Cult in the deep desert, and other 

disappearances, and the always popular stories about gold veins near Cuncudgerie. 

 

So, Chad works and works and works, watching the patterns of movement and 

guards.  Surprisingly, the guards at the warehouse are relatively few.  Toddy Randolph sleeps 

there every night, and he has a few fellows that stick around too, but they're often drinking at the 

pub down the street. 

 

Times passes, and the day before Dr. David Dodge is due to arrive in Port Hedland, the 

investigators act.  They have planned it out, and already purchased 30 gallons of gasoline and a 

small skiff. The warehouse is hard to infiltrate from the outside, so they paddle up from the 

docks and sneak in the back. Chang, Chad and Lester are privy to this little visit, while Hans is 

left in the dark.  In fact, they convince Hans to go to the pub and start buying rounds for the 

patrons, hopefully to keep Toddy Randolph distracted and drunk enough while they search the 

warehouse at their leisure.  Gi-Gi and Ma'Moud are relegated to useless NPC status. 

 

The warehouse is dark, silent.  The slap of waves on pylons is all they hear as they clamber up 

the ladder. Flashlights in hand, they slowly weave through the stacked crates, poking around here 

and there, and then... 



 

 
 

...Chang spots an odd red symbol scrawled on a crate.  For some reason, it sends shivers coursing 

through him. They take note, but scurry to the interior door that Chad knows is 

locked.  Fortunately, Chang has ample lockpicking skills, and is able to jimmy it open. Toddy's 

office is also locked, but the lock can't resist Chang's determination, and they take as much time 

as they need. [Fortunately, it wasn't trapped]. There is a cot inside, a rolltop table, and not much 

else.  The marked crate is hauled back here and they crack it open while Chang searches the bed 

and the table.  He finds a loaded .38 pistol (which is promptly unloaded) and Toddy's warehouse 

ledger which he briefly thumbs through. 

 

There! That same odd symbol is scrawled in the ledger too, the same one from the crate.  In fact, 

Chang sees it repeated several times, beside shipments to Shanghai and London and Kenya, even 

one south to Cuncudgerie, Australia. Using a crowbar, Chad cracks open the crate, and the three 

men anxiously lean over, pulling out the straw. 

 



 
 

A green idol rests at the bottom of the crate. Writhing stone tentacles adorn the mouth of the 

hideous creature, and vestigial stone wings sprout from its back. Lester has seen this icon before, 

in the Vermiis Mysteriis just recently, and whispers to the others that it is known as K-TULU, a 

demon god that slumbers beneath the sea until the Stars Are Right, when it shall awaken. 

Shivering, they cover the idol rather than look at it. 

 

Toddy's ledger says that everything has been shipped out, except for two items: one must be the 

idol, so they start looking for the other. A half hour has passed since they first arrived, and there 

is no indication that anyone knows they are here.  Shuffling through the dark and the dusk, then 

peer behind every crate and box, until they finally spot a similarly marked crate stacked high 

up.  Chad climbs a ladder to haul it down, but the box is heavy and unwieldy and slides from his 



grip! 

 

It strikes the floor, one corner splintering off with a loud crash, but another sound instantly issues 

forth from the crate! 

 

THRUUM! HUUUUM!!  THRUMMM! HUMM! 

 

A rhythmic mechanical pulse, punctuated with occasional high pitched tinkling like wind 

chimes.  It is unlike anything they have ever heard. Through the smashed wood, they see the 

glint of GOLD. 

 

Curiosity wins over fear, and they are quite fearful of what the box might contain. They pry the 

rest of the boards loose, remove the straw, and shine their lamps within: 

 

 
 

It is a device that defies categorization. Constructed of gold and possibly platinum, it has wheels 

and mirrors and glass tubes, all of it slightly illuminated by an indiscernible source of soft light. 

One part looks somewhat like a cushioned eyetube that one might find on a microscope or 

binoculars.  Unnerved now, they decide to exit the warehouse with the artifacts while their luck 

is still holding.  The gasoline is dispatched for maximum effectiveness,  a 10 gallon drum set up 



for detonation, and they clamber down into their skiff and load the artifacts, and then light the 

gasoline.  Paddling madly away, they watch the flames lick and spread through the dock, and 

then to the interior, and then several minutes later: 

 

KA-BOOM! 

 

The drum ignites, and Randolph Shipping Company begins a quick journey to decommission. 

[And joins a growing trail of ruined property across four continents!] 

 

The next morning, word travels that a huge accident occurred at the warehouse 

overnight.  Speculation is rampant about whether it was arson or not, and some blame is even 

thrown toward Johnny Bigbush, but nothing sticks.  The trio was able to escape free and clear, 

without so much as a bullet fired (which typically prevents them from investigating warehouses 

at length) 

 

The artifacts are smuggled into Hans Hazzenbaum's basement (without his knowledge) and the 

investigators take a closer look.  The Golden Machine is the more interesting of the two, so 

Chang fiddles with the switches and dials and protruding knobs until he activates it! 

 

TRUMMMMM.....HUMMMMM.....THRUUUMMMMMM 

 

And there is the eyepiece. Rubber pads the rim, and on a whim, Lester Cobblebottom presses his 

face to it.  He sees nothing but blackness. No! Wait.  Two tiny, tiny pinpricks of light he tells the 

others, like small stars.  Lester continues gazing for a full minute, unmoving.  They ask him what 

he sees.  He doesn't respond.  They nudge him.  He doesn't move. Panic begins to build. 

"Lester?" They push him, and Lester falls away from the strange device, his eyes riveted open, 

his body locked into position like a mannequin! 

 

THRUUM! HUUUMMM!  THRUMM! 

 

They slap Lester around but there is no response.  Chad Slambody unselfishly (and somewhat 

predictably) volunteers to haul Lester into a cold shower and scrub him down while naked. Hans 

Hazzenbaum, also witness to this event, is freaking out about right now.  These odd people have 

dragged a bizarre device into his home, and now there are two naked men in his shower, one of 

whom is comatose!  

 

Someone begins knocking at the front door upstairs, probably Dr. David Dodge, come to meet 

the members of the expedition. Cursing, Hans rushes upstairs to greet him, while Chad lathers 

Lester up good. 

 

Lester finally falls limp (unlike Chad!), but he does not respond to cold water or 

stimulation.  Hans and Dodge return downstairs, and Hans finally insists that Lester needs 

medical attention, he has obviously had a seizure or some sort of aneurysm, but the medical 

facilities in Port Hedland are lacking. 

 

Hans bundles Lester up, they stick him in a truck, and Hans roars off to the local infirmary. Upon 



arriving in the parking lot though, Lester wakes up and begins screaming! Thrashing, convulsing, 

his eyes bugging from their sockets, he is a man who has lost his mind. He doesn't seem to 

recognize Hans, or to even know himself.  Hans calls for help and someone eventually comes out 

to help Lester inside where he is given a morphine sedative. 

 

Lester stays overnight at the infirmary, but is released the next day to Hans Hazzenbaum.  He is 

physically well, but unresponsive to questions. He seems to be suffering from 100% amnesia. 

 

Chad and Chang are very worried about this turn of events, and given the unknown nature of the 

Mythos artifact that Lester toyed with [GM Note:  And it's unanimously decided that JEFF WON 

CTHULHU!], they decide the wiser course of action is restrain Lester physically until they feel 

they can trust him. Lester fights this restraint tooth and nail, but they finally tie him to the bed. 

He manages to escape later on, and they find Lester huddled in the corner, surrounded by open 

books. He is flipping through pages at an astonishing rate, but when he realizes that he is being 

watched, he shams unconsciousness. 

 

[GM Note- I took Jeff aside to tell him what was happening, as it can be rather complex and will 

have repercussion later on. Congrats, you won CoC. Good job Jeff!] 

 

Dr. David Dodge is also perplexed by this turn of events, but they convince him to just wait a 

few days, to see if Lester's condition changes.  And five days later, Lester begins speaking again, 

whispering of the strangest dream he had, of basalt towers rising thousands of feet into an 

infinite sky.  He has been far away in his dream, but he was not alone.  But the details are 

slippery, and fade away before he can grasp them. Perhaps they'll return. 

 

Next stop, Cuncudgerie, where David Dodge, the investigators, and a team of Abos will drive a 

caravan of trucks into the deep desert, to find what secrets lurk in the shifting sands. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

LESTER’S DREAM 

 

<A private email sent to Lester’s player, and related to his companions later> 

 

 
 

“It is very cold outside.  The moon is a high, white orb, uncluttered by clouds.  You are in a 

desert at night, the endless sands a deep shade of blue.  Stretching before you are immense 

towers rising thousands of feet into the air, great black basalt structures that stab toward the 

moon.  Moving quickly, almost as if your thoughts dictate your actions, you find yourself at the 

base of one of these towers. With a wave of your... 

 



...PINCER??? 

 

and you reel back from shock.  Your arm is crab-like, clacking, and then you wave it over the 

rock wall.  A fissure opens. You "think" yourself inside and it seamlessly closes behind you with 

a snap. And then you're twirling down into darkness.  Down and down and down, gliding over 

dusty stone ramparts and beneath daunting arches.  Pinpricks of colored lights guide your way, 

but you seem to know your destination. This is all familiar. 

 

An enormous vaulted chamber whose lofty stone ceiling is nearly lost in the shadows overhead. 

 

There are colossal, round windows and high, arched doors, and pedestals or tables each as taller 

than a...human? Vast shelves of dark wood line the walls, holding what seem to be volumes of 

immense size with strange hieroglyphs on their backs. The exposed stonework holds curious 

carvings, always in curvilinear mathematical designs, and there are chiseled inscriptions in the 

same characters that the huge books bear. The dark granite masonry is of a monstrous megalithic 

type, with lines of convex-topped blocks fitting the concave-bottomed courses which rest upon 

them. 

 

There are no chairs, but the tops of the vast pedestals are littered with books, papers, and writing 

materials - oddly figured jars of a purplish metal, and rods with stained tips.  On some of them 

are great globes of luminous crystal serving as lamps, and inexplicable machines formed of 

vitreous tubes and metal rods. 

 

The interior windows are glazed, and latticed with stout-looking bars.  The floor is of massive 

octagonal flagstones, while rugs and hangings are entirely lacking. 

 

You abruptly sweep through Cyclopean corridors of stone, and up and down gigantic inclined 

planes of the same monstrous masonry. There are no stairs anywhere, nor is any passageway less 

than thirty feet wide. Some of the structures through which you float must tower in the sky for 

thousands of feet. 

 

There are multiple levels of black vaults below, and never-opened trapdoors, sealed down with 

metal bands and holding dim suggestions of some great peril. 

 

You approach one of these flat doors, feeling great anxiousness, and you do not quite know 

why... 

 

...as the door begins to violently shake!” 

 

*** 

 

 

Lester Cobblebottom, you bolt up from your nightmare, still in the home of Hans Hazzenbaum, 

bathed in sweat, and if I remember, I’ll dock you a few Sanity points for the experience. 

 

You can thank me later.  


